
Sterkarm Tryst Susan Price: A Time-Traveling
Adventure Worth Remembering
When it comes to time-traveling adventures, the Sterkarm Tryst Susan Price
series stands in a class of its own. With its rich storytelling, complex characters,
and thought-provoking themes, this series has captured the hearts of readers
worldwide. In this article, we will dive into the world of the Sterkarm and explore
the reasons why it is a must-read for any fan of the genre.

A Glimpse into History

Sterkarm Tryst takes us on a thrilling journey through time, where worlds collide
and destinies are forever changed. Set in both the present day and sixteenth-
century Scotland, the story follows the encounter between an advanced
corporation and the fierce, tribal Sterkarm clan.

Susan Price's meticulous attention to historical detail is evident throughout the
series, as she seamlessly weaves together the fabric of two distinct periods. The
vivid descriptions of both the ancient Scottish Highlands and the modern world
add depth and authenticity to the narrative, transporting readers to another era.
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Through her words, Price makes history come alive. From the rugged landscapes
and the clash of cultures to the traditions and language unique to each time
period, readers are fully immersed in the world of Sterkarm Tryst.

Complex and Memorable Characters

One of the series' greatest strengths lies in its well-developed and multi-
dimensional characters. Each has their own motivations, flaws, and unique
perspectives that make them relatable and captivating.

Andrea Mitchell, the central character, is an archaeology student thrust into the
dangerous world of time travel. Her conflicting loyalties and her growing bond
with Per Sterkarm, a Sterkarm warrior, drive the narrative forward and keep
readers invested in their stories.

Other notable characters such as Mark Alstead, Ulysses, and Mael Coluim further
enrich the narrative with their contrasting personalities and their roles in the
conflict between the Sterkarm and the corporation.

Price masterfully explores the morality and consequences of time travel through
the characters' interactions. The clash of cultures and values raises thought-
provoking questions about the ethics of meddling with the past.

Themes That Resonate

Beyond its gripping plotline, Sterkarm Tryst delves into deeper themes that
resonate with readers. One of the central themes is the exploration of power
dynamics and the consequences of exploiting the past for personal gain.
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Price invites readers to reflect on the impact of our actions on future generations
and emphasizes the importance of understanding and respecting different
cultures. As the Sterkarm clan is introduced to the modern world, they confront
bigotry, prejudice, and the destruction of their way of life.

Through the unfolding events, readers are prompted to question their own
preconceptions and prejudices, making Sterkarm Tryst both an enjoyable read
and a valuable discourse on societal issues.

The Legacy of Sterkarm Tryst

The Sterkarm Tryst Susan Price series has left an indelible mark on the literary
world. It has garnered critical acclaim and amassed a dedicated fan-following
since its inception.

The unique blend of historical accuracy, complex characters, and thought-
provoking themes has resonated with readers across generations. Even years
after its publication, enthusiasts continue to recommend the series to new
readers eager for an immersive and compelling adventure.

In

Sterkarm Tryst Susan Price is a series that transcends the traditional boundaries
of genre fiction. Its captivating storytelling, memorable characters, and
exploration of complex themes set it apart from other time-traveling tales.

Whether you are a history buff, a fan of adventure, or simply looking for a
captivating read, Sterkarm Tryst is a series that will transport you to another time
and leave you yearning for more. So, grab a copy, buckle up, and embark on a
journey you won't soon forget!
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Time traveling corporate raiders target 16th-century Scotland—and face the
legendary Sterkarm warriors—in this “enthralling . . . brilliantly imagined” series
(Philip Pullman on The Sterkarm Handshake).

James Windsor—leader of FUP, the twenty-first-century megacorporation that
created a tunnel back to the past called the Time Tube—has no intention of giving
up his plan to pillage resources from pristine sixteenth-century Scotland.
Unfortunately for Windsor, the Sterkarm clan, who will do anything to protect their
lands from invaders, continues to stand in his way. But if Windsor’s modern-day
mercenaries, with their technology, rifles, and rocket launchers, can’t beat the
primitive Sterkarm warriors, who can? And who could possibly understand the
wild Scottish moors and the clan’s brutal ways better than the Sterkarms
themselves?
 
When FUP opens up a new portal, two universes of Sterkarms are pitted against
each other, but anthropologist Andrea Mitchell—originally sent back in time by
FUP to study the clan—will risk her life to save Per, the warrior she loves, and the
community she has grown to call home. And when both sets of Sterkarms
become wary of the twenty-first-century “Elves,” who shake on promises of
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friendship with one hand and commit murder with the other, they know there is
only one way to protect their futures: join with the Grannams, and with each other,
to destroy the tunnel, preventing the Elves from returning ever again.
 
Perfect for fans of Outlander and Vikings, A Sterkarm Tryst is the epic to Susan
Price’s award-winning Sterkarm Trilogy.
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